GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
PLANNING COMMISSION
---

Planning Commission requires the services of one suitably qualified young professional having interest in Development Planning to work as a Consultant to assist and support the Planning Commission in the following areas:

- To prepare detailed statements regarding the outlays, budget, sanction and expenditure of Special Component Plan (SCP) and Tribal Sub Plan (TSP) of different States/U.Ts for 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and Annual Plans of 10th Five Year Plans.
- To prepare detailed statements of allocation and expenditure of Annual Plans of Central Ministries/Departments from 5th to 9th Five Year Plan and Annual Plans of 10th Five Year Plan.
- Quarterly performance review verification schedules of beneficiaries and Infrastructure development activity of various States/U.Ts regarding SCP and TSP expenditure.
- To participate in the meetings of SCP and TSP Unit for States/U.Ts and to prepare background notes and statements pertaining to the meetings; and
- To assist Adviser in-charge of SCP & TSP in the Planning Commission in the SCP/TSP work.

The Monitorable deliverables would be:

- Preparation of State/U.T statements regarding the allocation, expenditure of SCP & TSP.
- Preparation of background notes, minutes of the meeting.
- Filing of monthly and quarterly performance review of the status of SCP & TSP of the Central Ministries/Departments and various States.

The appointment would be purely on Contract basis for a period of One year extendable by another maximum one year depending upon the performance during the first year.

Proposed remuneration is Rs.15,000/- (consolidated) only per month.

The candidate should have Master’s degree in Social/Public Administration/ Development Studies, with “Economics” as one of the subject at Graduation level. Having Ph.D. or previous related work/human rights experience would be an added advantage.

The eligible candidates may send their resume by 31.3.06 to Shri Chandra Pal, Adviser (SCP/TSP/MLP/SP-E), Planning Commission, Room No. 243, Yojana Bhavan, New Delhi-110001 or e-mail CV at c.pal@nic.in.